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Watermark automatically applied when the asset is marked as 'blocked for download'

With this new feature, we provide a way to automatically apply a watermark to all assets that are marked
as 'blocked for download'. This will allow users (with the rights to edit assets and Copywrite assets) to
add watermarks to assets in batch actions. But be aware that watermarks can not be removed using the
action bar as they can only be removed in the asset detail view of a single asset.

�Contact your Customer Success Manager to activate this feature in your environment.

Add permissions to be excluded from blocked for download

Marking an asset as 'blocked for download' can now be extended with additional permissions to exclude
the block for download. Any user with the same permission(s) is able to download the asset despite it
being blocked for download.

�Contact your Customer Success Manager to activate this feature in your environment.

The right to download assets without the applied watermark

As a user who can apply/remove a watermark, you now have the possibility to strip the watermark from
the asset when downloading it if the asset has a watermark applied to it. You don't need to manually
remove and add it back after I downloaded the asset.

 

Add (hyper)link field type to the template builder and Create + Publish
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InDesign has the option to create and assign hyperlinks to template elements. The template builder has
been improved and can now recognize the hyperlinks. Once the hyperlink is added to the template as a
new template field and the template has been synced to Lytho, it will appear as an additional template
input field in Create + Publish where users can edit the URL of the hyperlink.

�Hyperlinks are only enabled in pdf outputs when the pdf is generated with job options that are
configured correctly.

Sort assets and collections by name

A new sorting option has been added Assets and Collections. It is now possible to sort your search
results in alphabetical order.

Collection share real-time sync

Shared collections used to exist of the set of assets that were in the collection at the point in time the
collection was shared. The disadvantage of this was that changes made to the collection wouldn't affect
the assets shown to the share link so it would be out of sync when assets were added or removed after
sharing the link. From this release, shared collections are automatically synced when changes are made
to the original collection. 

List view for assets

The assets in the asset manager were displayed in grid view where only the asset previews are visible
and asset details used to be one or more clicks away. Therefore, the list view for assets was a much-
requested feature. We're happy to have implemented the option for a user to switch between grid view
and list view. Also, every single user has the option to configure the columns of the list view to match
their needs.

Show an icon to assets that are linked to one or more quitclaim documents

With this icon, you can see at a glance if an asset is linked to one or more quitclaim document(s). You
won't have to open the asset detail view anymore which saves you a lot of clicks when checking multiple
assets.
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Show a warning when leaving or refreshing your browser when an upload hasn't finished yet

Uploading large assets or many assets at once may take quite some time to be finished. To make sure
that all assets are being uploaded correctly it is important to leave your browser open and not to leave
Lytho. A warning has now been introduced to remind users that uploads haven't been processed
correctly yet, and it's not recommended to close or leave the page.

Don't worry about terminating your upload when working in Lytho. The upload will continue as long as
you're not leaving Lytho.


